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Agenda 

+Political environment 

+Party positioning 

+Game changer 

+Implementing austerity 

+Communicating through the noise 

+Leveraging the network 
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TEXT + IMAGE SLIDE 

+ Two words echo through the halls of QP – 

Austerity and Deficit 

+ Strict deficit reductions and imposing 

austerity are foreign concepts for Liberal 

government – having trouble finding their 

footing 

+ Minority government with the NDP holding 

the balance of power 

+ NDP has successfully ‘flexed its muscle’ 

and proven they are a force to reckon with 

+ PCs took themselves out of play early and 

were not part of the budget  discussion 

+ Kitchener Waterloo by-election creates a 

new dynamic 

+ Impact of Ornge 

Minority Political Environment 
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NDP – Walking on sunshine 

+ Have made the minority government 

work in their favour 

+ Becoming seen as the real opposition 

to the Liberals 

+ Leader Andrea Horwath hasn’t had the 

full scrutiny of media, that will come as 

she gets more in the spotlight 

+ Their focus will continue to be on ‘main 

street issues’ 

+ Threat to Liberals – natural home for 

disgruntled unions 

+ Likely position themselves within the 

centre-left to bleed away soft Liberal 

supporters 
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PCs – Looking to regroup 

+ Post election period has been 

particularly tough on PC Leader 

+ Position on budget took them out of the 

media commentary – seen as a 

strategic error 

+ Winning by-election is key 

+ Internal dissent will become external 

dissent if there is not a quick turnaround 

+ Still experimenting with tone and style  

+ Drawing upon experienced campaign 

operatives to help prepare for the next 

election 

+ Tim Hudak needs to make the shift from 

Opposition Leader to Premier In Waiting 
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Liberals – Now What? 

+ Working hard to portray 

themselves as good fiscal 

managers 

+ Foreign territory – uncomfortable 

+ Needed to get a deal on the 

Budget – generally seen as a win 

+ Austerity plan is forcing them to  

re-negotiate their  ‘social contract’ 

with traditional supporters – 

heading for a showdown 

+ Gave themselves legislative 

powers to impose settlements 

+ Reached a fork in the road – 

McGuinty has some decisions to 

make 

+ Within 6 months political 

landscape could be very different 
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Game Changer 

+ One of the few times that one seat will make the difference 

between a majority and minority government 

+ Kitchener Waterloo riding has been held by the PCs since 

1990s 

+ Liberals have nothing to lose and everything to gain 
+ If they lose the seat – ok because they weren’t expected to win 

and purifies their motive for  appointing Witmer to WSIB 

+ If win – go from major minority to minor majority 

+ Indications are that it can be won by Liberals 

+ Forum Research has Libs: 39, PC: 32, NDP: 20 

+ McGuinty may wait until Sept for students to return 
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Implementing Austerity 

+ This is not a policy mandate, all actions go through a 

political filter 

+ Three streams of activity 
+ Productivity Teams/Prosperity Fund 

+ Increasing gaming revenue 

+ Outsourcing 

+ Productivity teams looking at how programs can become 

more efficient or outsourced 

+ Prosperity Fund 
+ Drummond identified $1.3 b in business support expenditures 

+ Panel will determine how to invest money for maximum benefit 
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Implementing Austerity 

+ Gaming revenue 

+ Seen as the biggest single source of revenue gain  

+ OLG’s modernization agenda will take the province out of owning 
the facilities and having OPS employees as casino workers 

+ OLG will divide up the province into gaming zones and will take 
RFPs for each gaming zone 

+ Expansion of gaming across the province 

+ Lots of activity very quickly 

+ Back of the envelope calculation 

+ Revenue $1.7 billion to about $3 billion  

+ Outsourcing 

+ Everything is on the table – LCBO, Hydro One, OPG 

+ Looking for good creative ideas that help achieve their objectives 

+ Lowering costs and increasing revenue 
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Communicating through 
the noise 

+ Focus on three areas: 
+ Expanding you network 

+ Utilize all of your media/marketing 

channels 

+ Focus on creative solutions 

+ Expanding your network 
+ Set up regularly schedule up meetings 

with local MPPs, MPs, and council 

+ When keynote speakers ask for 20 mins in 

advance or after the speech to do a one 

on one with your Chair or President 

+ Bring others to the table – large 

community groups, local hospitals, and 

universities 

+ Third party stakeholders who understand 

and validate your position 
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Communicating through 
the noise 

+ Media/Marketing channels 
+ Make your website more interactive 

+ Create a Facebook and Twitter 

account – keep it regularly updated 

+ Updates are monitored 

+ Use PR for GR 

+ Op ed piece before meeting with 

local MPPs 

+ Creative solutions 
+ Low or no cost solutions with the 

support of third party stakeholders 

have the best chance of getting 

adopted 
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